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PUMPKIN  
GEOCACHING
Love to scavenger hunt? Have you tried geocaching? Join the Pumpkin History and Mystery 
Geocaching Adventure, featuring some of Morton’s historical locations and landmarks. Find 
the cache (small container) hidden at these coordinates and log your name on the notepad 
provided inside. Find all twenty and submit your name on our website to be drawn for a 
Chamber Check.   
Learn more at www.mortonpumpkinfestival.org/geocaching  
Our thanks to Tri-County Regional Planning Commission for their support on this project!

1.      Throw Your Cares Away (40.6322, -89.4811) 
        Though not the Bridge to Terabithia, entering this forest feels like entering a new magical land...  
2.     Take Me Out to the Ball Game (40.6341, -89.4802) 
        Can you get your Cracker Jacks here? What about McDs? Since the cache is at the Mike McDonald Field sign.  
3.     When in Doubt, Pedal it Out (40.6287, -89.4782) 
        Rainbow of color pedaling North, slow down to see the water tower and watch out for the fox!  
4.     With Respect and Honor and Gratitude (40.6423, -89.4819) 
        We proudly honor our Morton veterans and the opportunity to learn of historical artillery.  
5.     Do you hear it? (40.6127, -89.4540) 
        Scholars, Potters, Hawgs, Fine Arts, and top awarded Music are located here.  
6.     Just for Kicks (40.6149, -89.4316) 
        Upon entering from a sidewalk view to kick it around on forty acres with Ability, Motivation and Attitude. Is there a ball near that tree?  
7.     Brown Bear, Brown Bear, what do you see? (40.6447, -89.4643) 
        Little Brown Bears in Morton since 1977.  For fifty years, a voice would say, I see children playing outside. Who might this be?  
8.     CAN you see me? You CAN find me! (40.6129, -89.46518) 
        Peeking out from a nearby tree, see the Nestle canning plant, the top producer of Libby’s pumpkin products. Find this one and bring the label 
        inside to the Morton Chamber Office for a LIBBY’S® keychain!  
9.     First to Find or First to Furnish? (40.6108, -89.4623) 
        Constructed in the 1920s and began as a Ford dealership before becoming a furniture and carpet business in the 1940s.  
10.   Neither Snow, Nor Rain, Nor Heat, (nor the current location) (40.6107, -89.46119) 
        You got mail, from the Village or the Post Office? One is old and one is new.  
11.   Patriotically representing Morton students (40.6087, -89.4597) 
        This patriot has a great view of the annual Pumpkin Festival!  
12.   A-Perfect Sausage (40.6108, -89.4616) 
        This location used to be the Central Meat Market, taking you from a perfect sausage to a perfect T!  
13.   Gobble Gobble (40.5889, -89.4752) 
        A holiday tradition for many, the main course before your Libby’s Pumpkin Pie.  
14.   Let the Show Begin (40.5880, -89.4769) 
        Originally opened in 1972 with showings increasing to five screens in the 1980s.   
15.   Flames to Nurture Your Faith (40.5910, -89.4645) 
        Can you see the circular stained glass window from the 1945 foundation location with current disciples gathered to worship, grow, and serve?  
16.   You’re getting warmer... (40.5980, -89.4560) 
        2020 didn't fill up, but sights and sounds filled the air from the stage.  
17,   North, ______, East, West (40.5979, -89.4481) 
        Hut hut hike your way this direction!  
18.   Underneath the tree nearby children play (40.5967, -89.4466) 
        Is it time to reenact? You know the drill.  
19.   Butterflies Welcome (40.6059, -89.4553) 
        Educational signs, plants and beautiful wings, do you see?    
20.   Love for Books and Your Lucky Penny (40.6057, -89.4452) 
        Known for his integrity, honesty, love of books and knowledge and a champion of human rights and freedom. 
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